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Our AI solutions and Grace AI Platform are cross-functional
across various industries. You can read about our eight primary
industries and their industry specific use cases, giving you
insights into how implementing AI can increase business value.

”AI could be the most important
technology transformation. What
organizations that have reached the
deployment stage of AI learn, is the
need to manage their models ”

Chairman of the Board
Peter Søndergaard

≤

Due to high volume, accuracy and quantitative nature, the sector of finance
and insurance can derive huge value from AI. AI and machine learning
applications can help finance and insurance professionals with everything
from loan approval and assets management to risk assessment.
As computing power and machine learning tools have become more accessible, the ways of how it
can be used within both finance and insurance are growing exponentially. AI and ML deeply change
the functioning of this sector in areas including both products, processes, and analytics, solving
specific problems in customer engagement, financial management and compliance.
By adopting and applying AI in finance and insurance, managers can take data-driven management
decisions by “asking” algorithms and machine learning models questions that are pertinent to their
business.
AI is being used actively in the financial sector today, examples include:

•

Fraud detection: Previously, when detecting fraud in the financial world, the system relied almost
exclusively on a set of complex rules. Today, fraud detection systems exceed a checklist of risk
factors. Instead, it can learn and calibrate to both potential or real threats of security.

•

Loan underwriting: Machine learning algorithms can be trained on a vast amount of variables
within consumer data and financial lending or insurance results. Assessing trends within consumer
behavior with algorithms can help companies predict trends that might have an influence on
loans and insurance in future.

•

Portfolio management: Algorithms built to calibrate financial portfolios to the preferences and risk
appetite of the user, integrating real-time changes in the market.
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Finance & Insurance

USECASES

CHALLENGE

BENEFIT

CREDIT SCORING

Using machine learning algorithms to take actual historical
data to determine creditworthiness and repayment ability

MESSAGE CATEGORISATION

Classification of messages, emails or documents for human
or automated processing

SETTLEMENT PREDICTION

Predicting whether a settlement will be effectuated before a
given deadline or not, based on actual and historical
settlements

PAYMENT MATCHING

Automating matching of incoming and outgoing payments
- and presenting the processor with intelligent choices for
“best fit” matches

MARKET DATA CLEANING

Detecting anomalies (e.g. missing values) and then assigning
abnormal values an averaged/fitting value

CHURN

Creation of a model that analyzes past client lifecycles and
the likelihood of churn. Applying state of the art Shapley
additive explanation value analysis to explain what actions
are to be taken to reduce the churn probability

CLIENT REACTION BASED ON
SCENARIOS

A supervised model that predicts which client might react in
a different market scenario. Later this model can be used to
predict which clients react in a simulated market scenario.

PAYBACK OF ACCOUNT PAYABLE

For this case a supervised learning approach is used to
predict from new customers whether they will be able to pay
their accounts payable on time

The Enterprise AI Company
2021.AI serves the growing need for applied AI. Our data science expertise combined with our Grace AI Platform offers
a true AI differentiator for clients around the world. With Grace, Data Scientists can solve some of the most complex
problems, or directly implement our packaged models related to churn prediction, chat-bots, classification, and much
more. Growing fast with more than 80 employees, 2021.AI is headquartered in Copenhagen with sales and R&D in
several locations globally.
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The value of AI for the legal sector lies in the automation of previously tedious
manual processes, allowing to devote more time to valuable and strategic
work while cutting costs, increasing accuracy and enhancing service. The legal
profession was in the past mainly dominated by manual work.
Given higher cost pressure in some areas such as tax law, accounting related work as well as, in some
cases, during M&A, law leads to the need of leaner processes to ensure profitability. The development
of technology makes it now possible to support the lawyer in the number of manual processes. Until a
couple of years ago, most of the work in the legal sector was manual, the computation of models on
textual data was impossible or very costly. Modern natural language processing and text analytics
turn out to be a game changer in this area. Now it is affordable to run large-scale analytics and
machine learning on textual data like numbers and data tables.
Many applications are using natural language processing and supervised learning. Some possible
areas are listed below together with examples:

•

Applications can be in the defense of cases and to support a lawyer in finding the right cases to
refer to.

•

Other application scenarios can be when the lawyer wants to get a quick check on whether there
is a law or existing judgment that would stand between his case and winning it.

•

In M&A the application of text analytics to sort documents is already in place at some larger banks
and data room providers

•

Generally dealing with more and more textual data makes it difficult for the lawyer to find
information quickly and efficiently. Here AI can help improve document search and find quicker
more relevant textual information that can be extremely valuable for the legal work.
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Legal & Accounting

USECASES

CHALLENGE

BENEFIT

MATCHING OF INVOICE AND PAYMENT

A neural net is trained to find similarities between payment
details and informations from invoices

ACCOUNT MAPPING

A supervised learning algorithm is used to match account
numbers with account text

CONTRACT SORTING

Classification of legal documents for example when making
a data room in M&A

LEGAL SEARCH

Using ML optimized search engine to search large amounts
of legal documents

CASE MATCHING

An algorithm measures the similarity between cases and
outputs, the most similar ones. For this NLP and text
processing is used.

DETECTING PHRASES

An algorithm scans contracts and detects phrases in those
that are not allowed to use

CONTENT COMPARISON

An algorithm compares the content of documents and
highlights similarities and differences

PREDICTION OF CLAIM ACCEPTANCE

The algorithm will predict whether a claim will be accepted
or rejected from the court

The Enterprise AI Company
2021.AI serves the growing need for applied AI. Our data science expertise combined with our Grace AI Platform offers
a true AI differentiator for clients around the world. With Grace, Data Scientists can solve some of the most complex
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more. Growing fast with more than 80 employees, 2021.AI is headquartered in Copenhagen with sales and R&D in
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The value of AI in manufacturing lies in reducing product defects, automating
quality control, increasing capacity and streamlining maintenance. Highly
automated manufactures are ideal candidates for sophisticated analytics as
they are already well-equipped with sensors and controllers. However, less
automated manufactures can also benefit from utilizing robotics and AI by

eliminating inefficient manual processes.
According to a global consulting firm, manufacturing industries have captured about only 20%-30% of
the potential value of data and analytics to date – and most of that has occurred at a handful of
industry-leading companies. This is despite the fact that advanced manufacturers have been working
with automation and lean ways of working for decades. By embarking on an AI journey, far more
complicated and bigger amounts of information can be processed across manufacturing operations
and across the supply chain - detecting inefficiencies, relationships and predicting possible issues
before they even emerge.
Many applications are using different regression and classification models and even natural language
processing. Some possible areas of use are listed below with examples:

•

Quality control can be enhanced through vision systems by adding image recognition models
based on convolutional neural networks e.g. to inspect and sort for defects.

•

Downtime of equipment can be minimized by analyzing data for each manufacturing step and/or
for a chain of linked operations e.g. moldings importance on assembly output.

•

Predictive maintenance can proactively identify problems related to spare-parts, software,
hardware and firmware to eliminate possible points of failure or degraded performance.

•

In general: models can be implemented so that they continuously learn from data, accounting for
changing conditions and the current state of a specific machine.
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Manufacturing

USECASES

CHALLENGE

BENEFIT

SCRAP REDUCTION

Scrap of good products should be minimized and scrap of
poor products should be close to hundred percent. It often
results in over scrapping of products

PERFECT BATCH

Modelling patterns between input and output of the batches
as well as performance parameters analysis can increase
output substantially

IN-PROCESS CONTROLS

Many products errors or machine malfunctions are spotted
late in the manufacturing process due to manual in-process
controls

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

Malfunctions or poor maintenance can result in expensive
downtime. An algorithm predicts the risk of equipment
failure in production

INVENTORY PREDICTION

The sale of goods gets predicted and based on that
algorithm gives recommendations for store inventory
management, allowing inventory or trash reduction

PREDICT TIME ON A SERVICE REQUEST

A supervised learning algorithm predicting how long a
request might take to be solved: reducing questions on how
long it will take

PREDICTION OF SERVICE CASES

A supervised algorithm predicts service cases, increasing
accuracy in planning of service and maintenance

DOCUMENT SEARCH

Searching and classifying quality documents can save time
and help identify areas of improvement
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The value of AI in pharma and biotech manufacturing lies in reducing product
defects, automating quality controls, increasing capacity and streamlining
maintenance. Pharma and biotech manufacturers are ideal candidates for
sophisticated analytics as they are already well-instrumented with sensors,
controllers and storage of historical data.
According to a global consulting firm, manufacturing industries have captured only about 20%-30% of
the potential value of data and analytics to date – and most of that has occurred at a handful of
industry-leading companies. This is despite that advanced manufacturers have been working with
automation and lean ways of working for decades. By embarking on an AI journey, far more
complicated and bigger amounts of information can be processed across manufacturing operations
and across the supply chain - detecting inefficiencies, relationships and predicting potential issues
even before they emerge.
Many applications are using different regression and classification models and even natural language
processing. Some possible areas of use are listed below with examples:

•

Quality control can be enhanced through vision systems by adding image recognition models
based on convolutional neural networks.

•

Downtime of equipment can be minimized by analyzing data for each manufacturing step and/or
for a chain of linked operations e.g. moldings importance on assembly output.

•

Models can be implemented so that they continuously learn from data accounting for changing
conditions and the current state of a specific machine.

•

Analysis of content in documents like batch records or failure investigations can be timeconsuming and complicated. Here AI can help find relevant textual information, words, strings,
numbers, and even paragraphs.

•

Cameras can monitor organisms growth in e.g. Petri dishes and be trained to identify different
types of organisms and count number of organisms.
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Pharma & Biotech
USECASES

CHALLENGE

BENEFIT

SCRAP REDUCTION

Scrap of good products must be minimized and scrap of
poor products must be hundred percent. This often results in
over scrapping of products

PERFECT BATCH

Modelling patterns between input and output of the batches
and analysing performance parameters can increase output
substantially

DOCUMENT SEARCH

Searching and classying quality documents can save time
and help identify areas of improvements

ENVIRONMENT MONITORING

Incubation time for environmental samples counts in days
and weeks with the risk of production being non-compilant

IN-PROCESS CONTROLS

Many product errors or machine malfucntions are caught
late in the manufacturing process, due to manual in-process
controls

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

Malfunctions or poor maintenance can result in expensive
downtime. An algorithm predicts the risk of equipment
failure and need for maintenace

CHURN PREDICTION

A supervised learning algorithm predicts whether a
customer is most likely to leave a service or company as a
customer

INVENTORY PREDICTION

The sale of goods gets predicted and based on that an
algorithm gives recommendations for store inventory
management, this allows reducing of inventory of trash
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Public institutions are being pressed by private companies and new
generations on the labor market to provide better service at a lower cost. At
the same time, many public institutions are suffering from legacy IT systems,
as well as an extreme focus on the legality of their processes, which makes
adoption of new technology complicated.
AI can improve service for citizens and companies. It can lower costs for the services provided and at
the same time raise satisfaction level. This can be achieved through, for instance, better
personalization (portals, communication), fraud detection and prevention or, for instance, channel
preference. Utilizing AI at scale (including gathering the right data for analytics purposes, improving
data quality and also putting analytical models into production) is the key to future service offerings in
the public sector.
The public sector can use machine learning solutions of all types; natural language processing,
supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Most potential areas are listed below:

•

Personalized content.

•

Predict potential fraudsters or find historical fraud patterns and predict new.

•

Sort and categorize large amounts of documents, cases or text material in general for QA.

•

Categorize and make predictions on companies or citizens according to behavior and needs.
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Public

USECASES

CHALLENGE

BENEFIT

CATEGORIZE COMPANIES OR
INDIVIDUALS

A non supervised learning algorithm clusters individuals or
companies based on descriptive variables

FRAUD PREDICTION

Predict and find fraud patterns that cannot be seen using
traditional rule-based methods

EMAIL ROUTING

Emails get classified by using a supervised learning
algorithm, reducing manual work

CASE COMPLEXITY

Prediction of difficult cases that might take longer to
process

CLIENT REACTION BASED ON
SCENARIOS

A model predicting which client might react in a specific
scenario

CHATBOT

A more dynamic q&a page improving instant
communication and interaction with clients

CONTENT COMPARISON

An algorithm compares the content of documents and
highlights similarities and differences

PHRASE DETECTION

An algorithm scanning contracts and detecting phrases that
are not allowed to use
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Narrow net margins and a highly competitive environment constitutes the
industry of retail and marketing. Huge amounts of data, especially within highfrequency online retail, makes this an ideal landscape for AI. Intelligent
planning and operating systems can help companies to enhance their
capabilities and small efficiency gains can translate into big net income results

and competitive advantages.
The value of AI in retail is magnified, however, it will not replace employees. It will alter their role and
augment human capabilities. Implementing AI and ML systems can assist merchandise planners by
taking over planning tasks and similar autonomous tasks across the supply chain and store
operations. By processing huge amounts of data, AI systems can be developed to help sharpen
promotions, prices, inventory allocations and improve customer engagement. This leaves employees
with more time for useful and engaging tasks that require more creative thinking, making best use of
human skills and expertise.
The areas where the sector of retail and marketing can benefit from AI are ever-expanding, examples
being:

•

Customer analytics from acquisition to loyalty programs employs AI to a very large extent in order
to optimize marketing actions while cutting down costs.

•

Personalizing customer experience through digitalization and customer behavior analysis is slowly
becoming the norm for online retailers.

•

Predicting supply and demand is one of the applications heavily leveraging AI technologies as it
impacts many parts of the businesses and helps reduce cost as well as manual labor.

•

Data-driven advertisement allows to efficiently target your online audience with relevant content
taking into account factors like demographics, personal interests as well as the stage of the
customer journey a specific user is at.
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Retail & Marketing

USECASES

CHALLENGE

BENEFIT

CHURN PREDICTION

An algorithm defining which customers are going to leave
and for what reasons, thus empowering marketing team to
take proactive measures

RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

Recommendation engines are a very powerful tool to
provide a personalized shopping experience for the
customers by tailoring products based on their browsing
history

DEMAND FORECASTING

Anticipating future demand is important as inventory needs
to be bought several weeks or months in advance. Accurate
forecasts can prevent from losing revenue due to empty
stocks

CUSTOMER TARGETING

Running marketing campaigns for carefully selected
customers based on the key attributes can be automated,
boosting ROI while minimizing marketing spends

LEAD QUALIFICATION

Focus on acquiring the right customers is paramount to
ensure low acquisition cost and high customer lifetime. An
algorithm can help sort out which leads are worth spending
time and efforts on

WAREHOUSE ASSIGNMENT

An algorithm processing shipment requests and assigning
them to a warehouse based on its location and how the
inventory fits the clients’ needs

INVENTORY PREDICTION

Inventory depletion due to customer demand should be
balanced by the purchase of new inventory. AI technology
can help adjust the timing of purchases right to maintain
inventory availability while minimizing ordering and
shipping costs

PRICE PREDICTION

Determining the best price for a product by performing
market analysis and product comparison will keep the
company competitive and attractive for the customers

The Enterprise AI Company
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The sector of transportation and logistics has always been producing a lot of
various data and is already to some extent applying AI and Machine learning in
its operations. Today the difference is not just only that we have access to big
data, computing power, and the algorithms to create new value and
competitive edge, it is also very much about being curious in an ever-changing
world where the pressure gets higher and higher due to many other emerging
technologies.
Today AI can analyze and improve many different areas in logistics and transportations companies,
meaning that people can be moved from iterative and low-value activities into more value-creating
and customer-facing ones. In the supply chain, there are useful examples of how AI can search among
thousands of possible orders, routes, and schedules to find the most optimal selection - all in a couple
of seconds. AI can also help with predictive analysis, for example, predict when a customer will be
ready to reorder, or when and which vehicle or machine needs preventive maintenance. Cancelling of
departures is another very costly area of concern for many transportation companies, and the closer
to departure, the higher cost of cancellation is. Here AI can make a significant difference and
minimize cost, yet increase NPS as it gets done at the optimal timing, excluding the human factor of
good faith.
The area of use is ever-expanding, but most common examples are listed below:

•

Predictive and Preventive Maintenance.

•

Churn for passenger transportation and also B-2-B transportation.

•

Predicting sales order management, including internal procurement and planning.

•

Optimizing fuel consumption.

•

Assisting in customer segmentation.

•

Predicting and improving optimized product pricing.

•

Suggesting X-sales and Up-sales.

•

Improving stand-by predictions and backup costs.
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Transport & Logistics

USECASES

CHALLENGE

BENEFIT

PREDICTION OF SERVICE CASES

A supervised algorithm predicting service cases, and thus
increasing accuracy in the planning of service and
maintenance

EMAIL ROUTING

Emails get classified by using a supervised learning
algorithm, reducing manual work

CHURN PREDICTION

A supervised learning algorithm predicting whether a
customer is most likely to leave a service or company as a
customer, together with insights into reasons for churn

PREDICT TIME ON A SERVICE REQUEST

A supervised learning algorithm predicting how long a
request might take to be solved: reducing questions on how
long it will take

INVENTORY PREDICTION

The sale of goods gets predicted and with this the algorithm
gives recommendation for store inventory management

CLIENT REACTION BASED ON
SCENARIOS

A model predicting which client might react in a specific
scenario

TIME TO DELIVERY PREDICTION

A supervised learning algorithm predicts whether goods
might be delivered on time or not

SLOTTING OF GOODS

An unsupervised learning algorithm used to show
relationships between goods and which goods are typically
ordered together: reducing the picking time
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The industry of utilities can benefit greatly from AI by automating repetitive
tasks. Previously, the industry was highly dominated by manual work.
Automation can help businesses within utilities to cut costs, optimize
efficiency and enhance customer service.
The industry of utilities is highly dependent on short-term load forecasts. Machine learning can help
businesses to predict real-time supply and demand, in order to reach the optimized load dispatch.
Likewise, real-time adjustments provided by AI can help a business to attain optimized generation
efficiency across all assets. AI can also be used for asset inspections and predictive maintenance,
automatically identifying defects and predicting failures. In this way, AI can help businesses fix
problems before they evolve, or even occur, as well as replacing time intensive and perhaps risky
manual inspections.
Modern natural language processing and data analytics are of high value in this industry. Running
large scale analytics and machine learning on customer data can also help businesses in utilities to set
prices that maximize margins and reduce customer churn.
The areas where utilities can benefit from AI are ever expanding. Some possible examples are listed
below:

•

Applications can help deepen customer insights, allowing businesses to create individual offers
and services, rewarding and retaining most profitable customers.

•

Virtual agents can respond to customer queries and provide instant service around the clock.

•

EV/Battery Aggregation, and fleet optimization, demand forecasting.

•

Production and Storage forecasting

•

Service & Maintenance. Success predictions and Scheduling

•

Outage predictions

•

Risk management and forecasting for spot/emissions/regulation markets

•

Predictive maintenance
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Utilities

USECASES

CHALLENGE

BENEFIT

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

Malfunctions or poor maintenance can result in expensive
downtime. An algorithm predicts the risk of equipment
failure and need for maintenance

EMAIL ROUTING

Emails get classified by using a supervised learning
algorithm, up to 40% reduction in manual work at support
desk

CHURN PREDICTION

Creation of a model that analyzes past client lifecycles and
likelihood of churn. By using state of the art shapley additive
explanation value analysis, explaining what actions to take to
reduce the churn probability.

PREDICTION OF SERVICE CASES

A supervised algorithm predicts service cases, increasing
accuracy in planning of service and maintenance

PREDICTION OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY

An algorithm labels homes with energy efficiency class.
Decreases the manual work that needs to be done when
assigning energy efficiency classes to homes. Can be also
applied as a prescan option

DEMAND FORECASTING

Prediction demands with a supervised learning algorithm,
predict the demand for energy and manage its production

CHATBOTS

Improving instant communication with clients and having a
more dynamic Q&A page that customers like to use

LEAD QUALIFICATION

A supervised learning algorithm predicts whether a
customer is most likely to become a lead. ~80 % accurate
prediction of chance to convert a lead.
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